Toss won by - ISCS- elected to Bat
It’s first game for ISCS in the year of 2019 and almost 50% of the players are
not there from the team which played in finals of 2017-18 season thus this
game given more opportunity and added responsibilities for other players who
were part of the team for year and so & they grabbed it warmly, yes they stood
tall when other players are not in town and played very crucial role to win the
game.
ISCS Batting - Zohoor & Ravi gave 30runs stand for opening partnership, later
"Zohoor" got out from good delivery of Chandana but Ravi continued to tick the
runs by joining hands with wall of "ISCS-Pratap" & help to build another
"30"plus runs partnership,just before the drinks Ravi got run out & immediately
after the drinks "Pratap" got out to SSC speedstar Anushka's ,at this moment
SSC were in upper hand because both the batsmen "Sri Ram" and "Saravana"
are new at the grease, but they managed nicely and built another "30" plus
partnerships that helped ISCS to look to set the target 150plus, one end Sri
Ram stood firmly and other end Rahul, Saravana, Robin, Ballesh, Yadhava
chipped in their contributions and set Target to SSC as "160" , Notable
Batting Performance from ISCS - Zohoor -14(12), Ravi -22 (29), Pratap
-27(17), Sri Ram - 44(25).
SSC Notable Bowling - Chandana 4/28, Anushka 3/36
SSC Batting - Udesh and Tharanga started their Innings in Style and gave 25
runs opening stand , later "Pratap" broken their partnership by taking
"Udesh" and in very next over Sri Ram took another opening Batsman
"Tharanga", this helped ISCS to get the Initial momentum and further to
support that momentum ISCS took another two wickets "Berty" and "Dileepa"
with in another "17" runs ,at this stage SSC were "45/4"by the end of "7" overs,
from this situation "Akila" and "Chandana" built their innings nicely and steadily
with "59"runs stand between them at this stage SSC were well on target but
ISCS "Robin's" cracking spell of 13th Over took "Chandana" and "Anushka"
wickets in next to next deliveries and shift the momentum towards ISCS but
still Akila was giving his best fight and showing all his skills at the other end but
later his good innings came to an end at 17th Over when Rahul took his wicket
and other players like Thiwanka and Janaka pitched in some runs but still SSC
fell short of the target by "15" runs. notable Batting Performance from SSC AKILA-43(23), Udesh -14(6), Chandana- 15(13), Thiwanka-12
ISCS Bowling - Robin-3/17, Sri Ram -3/22, Pratap -2/29
MOM - Sri Ram for his 44 runs from 25 deliveries and also 3/22 from his
bowling

